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TEDxMCPSTeachers 2012 Discussion Guide 
 

This discussion guide is designed to help stimulate conversations about the topics presented 
during this first-ever TEDx event in Missoula, Montana.  Eventually, each talk will be viewable 
on www.ted.com and YouTube. 
 
Social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter (#tedxmcpsteachers) provide a venue for 
conversation before, during and after TEDxMCPSTeachers.  Many TED Talks go viral and 
become influential internationally.  We’d love to generate social media energy around these new 
talks!  Please post on the TEDxMCPSTeachers site on Facebook and post tweets about these 
talks. 
 
 
Craig Messerman - Standards Based Grading and the Game of School 
 

1. How does standards-based grading differ from traditional grading systems? 
2. How does formative assessment mesh with standards-based grading? 
3. How can students benefit from standards-based grading? 

 
 
Rachel Rhoades – Coordinating a High School Film Festival 
 

1. What are the benefits of a student film festival? 
2. What is the most effective incentive for contestants? 
3. What is the integral factor in establishing an event in the community? 

 
 
Tracy Hardy - How Do You Yeach the Kid on the Roof? 
 

1. Who decides what kids need?  What information do you need to make the decision?  
How do you recognize the needs if you don’t know the entire story? 

2. How do you measure success? What does success look like? 
3. How do we balance meeting kids where they are at with our need for them to pass 

our standardized testing? 
4. What does a “Bigger, Stronger, Wiser, and Kinder” adult look like? 

 
 
Kasey Dirnberger - Importance of Technology Education at the Elementary Level 
 

1. Do you think we should continue to teach keyboarding in the school system? 
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Katie Didier - When Technology Turns Toxic 
 

1. What is cyberbullying? 
2. What is the best way to respond to cyberbullying? 
3. Is cyberbullying illegal? 
4. Why should one care about the issue of cyberbullying? 

 
 
Michelle Beatty - Student Engagement and Learning Environments via PBL 
 

1. What could PBL look like in my classroom? 
2. What could PBL look like in my school? 
3. How do you create a meaningful project? 
4. How do I involve the community in my project? 

 
 
Kelly Chumrau - Isn't it a Wonder? 
 

1. What kind of wondering is already happening in your building? 
2. How can you build on that wondering to inspire more wondering? 
3. What will you wonder about today? 

 
 
Scott Chook - Motivation through Movie Making 
 

1. How is story telling different through video than through writing? 
2. What are the 4 C’s of 21st Century Education and how are they used in this 

classroom? 
3. Would this class increase student engagement and motivation? Why or why not? 

 
 
Jessica Stamler - Co-teaching: Avoiding the Clash of the Titans 
 

1. What does successful co-teaching look like? 
 
 
Mack Gilcrest – Percussion Solo 
 
 
Dave Oberbillig - Our Relationship with Food as a Biological Concept 
 

1. Why is food a global security issue? 
2. What is an example of a symbiotic relationship we have developed with food crops? 
3. How can careful food production promote sustainable environments and human 

health? 
 
 
Austin Graef - Spoken Art 
 

1. How does reciting poetry help overcome the fear of public speaking? 
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Michele Nokleby - Share It! Publishing Student Work On-line 
 

1. Why do we write?  
2. Who is your audience and how can they be reached? 
3. What are some publication options for student work? 

 
 
Nick Shepherd - Flipped Classroom 
 

1. What is a flipped classroom? 
2. What are the benefits of a flipped classroom? 
3. What are some drawbacks to a flipped classroom? 

 
 
Brad Chumrau - FInding Inspiration and Liberation through Inquiry based Education 
 

1. What is inquiry?  
2. How does inquiry work?  
3. How can the PYP framework guide us in creating a more comprehensive curricular 

design? 
 
 
Lisa Waller - Intrinsic Motivation: Do What You Love 
 

1. What do you love to do and do you do it well? 
2. How can you do what you love and earn a living to your standard? 
3. How can what you love to do contribute to our community and society? 

 
 
Wendy Lofthouse – My Son, Lessons Learned 
 

1. What metaphor would YOU use to explain the need to challenge a student's 
passion? 

2. What are some ideas that could give students that little push? 
3. Have you ever had a similar experience, either inspiring someone or being inspired 

by the simple suggestion of an idea? 
 
 
Kenzie Lombardi - Apathy in our Schools 
 

1. Where is apathy present in your life? 
2. How can you help motivate people to care? 
3. What are you most passionate about at this stage in your life? 

 
 


